15 DAY NADI ASTROLOGY TOUR
IN SOUTHERN INDIA 1-15 sept 2012
Tour guide: Anders B Johanson Ph.D
www.premasagarlight.com and www.argonnavis.com
The secrets of your destiny are in your thumb impression!
The Nadi Astrologer will find your life reading according to your thumb
impression written by great sages on bundles of ancient palm leaves at
least 2000 years ago.
He will tell you your name, age, profession, name of your parents and spouse,
number of children, tales of past life exploits and your future prospects.
These leaves will also give you the planetary positions in your horoscope,
a kind of “confirmation stamp”.
Anders will also take you on a short spiritual tour among sages and beautiful
temples of southern India. He has been there many times and knows the area
well. His expertise and deep knowledge about spiritual India will be of great
value and insight to you. The tour will have a great impact on you and your
life so don’t miss out.get vis 1 month in advance .440 kr in Stockholm embassy .
You can either go alone with him as a guide or in a group of approx..4-8 people,
which will be less expensive.payment no later then 15 jan 2012
in office.
Cost for the tour, reading and lodging in India: (food is not included)
One person ___4350 .00________euro
_2___ people ____2900.OO______euro
3 people
3450
euro
4 people: __2400.00___________euro
The flight can be arranged from any city in the world, for further information
about that and other details please contact Anders either by email or cellular:
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Please se also information on
PREMASAGAR Publishing
Postal address: Box 129 Bromma 16126 Stockholm Sweden
www.argonnavis.com
Phone 0735 513997 Cellphone:
Pg 39 61 68-7 argon navis
Email: elanra55@yahoo.com
Internet: www.premasagarlight.com
www.argonnavis.com
Look for anders b johansson on youtube.com 49 free dvd movies 10 min long –dvd 3 hrs

15 DAY TOUR TO AGASTHIYA
NADI LEAVES READER
IN SOUTHERN INDIA-tamil nadu
PROGRAM
1-15 maj 2012
Day 1

Madras

Arrival in Madras. Hotel Henkala in Chennai a centrally
airconditioned 3 star hotel with restaurants.
Visit of Agasthiya in Kanchipuram and Firupati temple.

Day 2

Temple meditation. Visit to library number 1 Agasthiya in
Tambaram (only sound, English).
Visit to library number 2 Agasthiya in Kilpauk (only text,
English). Kandams (Chapters) # 13, 14, 15 – remedies.

Day 3

Meditation at sunrise.
Visit of Lakshmi Temple at the beach.
Departure by air to Madurai and then by bus to visit a beautiful
temple in Thanjavur. Dinner.

Madurai
Day 4

Meditation at sunrise.
Temple visit and then visit of Agasthiya in Vaitheeswarankoil,
library number 3 – Kandams (Chapters) # 13, 14, 15 – remedies.
Back to the hotel.

Day 5

Meditation at sunrise.
Agasthiya – remedies.
Temple # 1. SUN
Temple # 2. 9 PLANETS (GRAHAS)
Hotel in Thanjavur
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Day 6

Meditation at sunrise.
Temple # 3. SATURN
Temple # 4. JUPITER
Meditation at sunrise.
Temple # 5. MERCURY
Plus private readings (extra fee)
Temple # 6. VENUS
Visit of Agasthiya in Saraswati Hall in Thanjavur.
Library number 4.
Dinner. Lecture at the hotel.
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Day 7

15 DAY TOUR TO AGASTHIYA
PROGRAM
Day 8

Meditation at sunrise.
Temple # 7. MARS
Plus private readings (extra fee)
Temple # 8. MOON
Dinner

Day 9
Madras

Meditation at sunrise.
Bus to Madras via Tiruvannamalai, Ramana Maharishi.
India’s biggest temple. Full moon meditation for Shiva.
Dinner and farewell party at hotel Henkala.
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Day 10
Meditation at sunrise.
Day11-15
Madras – Henkala nadi readings at agasthiya center mr nadi guru
c balakrichnan
NADIREADINGS
Departure to the airport for your flight home.

TOUR LED BY ANDERS B JOHANSON PhD
PREMASAGAR Publishing
Postal address: Box 129 Bromma 16126 Stockholm Sweden
www.argonnavis.com
Phone 0735 513997 Cellphone:
Pg 39 61 68-7 argon navis
Email: elanra55@yahoo.com
Internet: www.premasagarlight.com
www.argonnavis.com
Look for anders b johansson on youtube.com 49 free dvd movies 10 min long –dvd 3 hrs

WRITE OR CALL FOR COMPLETE TRAVEL DOCUMENTS
AND INFORMATION

Fly to India to discover your ancient
Palm leaf – Nadi astrology in Tamil Nadu
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Maharishis Agasthiya Nadi centers in Tamil India holds your whole family and personal life story since 2000
years come discover Shiva-Parvati temples, museum recording India’s ancient wisdom.

Palm leaves
Among several ways of Palmistry predictions this is our unique way of prediction by our thumb impression this
one is the oldest of about 3 000 years before created by our ancestors about our fate this gas been engraved on
Palm laves. We are in this profession for herideriteri. There are totally 1 008 rays for each ray there is a
predictions which we go through from the palm leaves which has the relevant details. There is about 12 episodes.
The first are being general this gives the information of about the person, his name parents name, wife husbands
name, brothers and sisters name and their numbers profession currently engaged e t s.
This specialty of this palmistry is that one can know about his past presence and future course of life. Business
and its growth and full about marriage, re-marriage education court affairs.
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Now serving Economy ,Business class and First class travels
to ancient India , find out the secret story to your life that
Agasthiyan wrote 2000 years ago, with global tour leader
Anders B Johanson conducting tours to India since 1975.
Chose 10-21 day tour visiting your Nadi library doing remedial astrology getting
Sidda-Ayurveda medicines from repute pharmacists, visiting 5-15 temples for
Puja worship and fire ceremonies.

Kandam No. Chapter of life the same as the twelve houses of the zodiac in Vedic astrology
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

To be found out through thumb impression (Gents Right, Ladies Left) or horoscope of the concerned
person. Will contain name, parents names present details of predictions brothers, sisters, children, wife
and gist or future predictions for all the 12 houses.
Money, eyes, family, education and speech.
Number of brothers and sisters, affection, help or ill feeling in between self and brothers and sisters
ears, courage.
Motherhouse, vehicles, lands and pleasures.
Children, their birth, reason for not having children, adoption of remedial measures for having children,
future lives of the children.
Disease, debts enemies & court cases.
Period of marriage, reasons for delay in marriage, name, lagnam or bride or bridegroom. Planetary
positions and direction and distance of residence of the bride or bridegroom. Future life with husband or
wife.
Longevity, accident & danger to life, age, month, date, timer star, lagnam and place of death.
Father-prediction in regard to father, wealth, visit in temples, luck, upadesam from holy men, charitable
deeds.
Profession, future predictions in regard to job or business, change of place, good & evils in profession.
Profits and second marriage.
Expenditure, foreign visit, next birth or attainment of salvation.
Santhipariharam: Last birth, sins committed, remedial measures for getting rid of the effect of the past
birth’s sins.
Deekshai Kandams: Mantra Jepam, wearing of Raksha (talisman) for avoidance of enemies troubles ets.
Aushada Kandam: Medicines for long standing disease and methods of taking them.
Disabukthi Kandam: Predictions for the running Disa Bukhti (major-sub-period).

Kandams 2 to 12 will give the future predictions up to the end of life from the date of perusal of the
Kandam.
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Special Kandams viz SIVANADU THULLMAN & SIVANADI SUKSHMAM are also available
because of their specialised nature and elaborate details, fees ill be higher. For success in POLITICS
and POLITICAL CONNECTIONS special kandam is available. Other than the above kandams there
are Gnana kandam, Prasana kandam and Disabukhti santhi kandam.

PREMASAGAR Publishing
Postal address: Box 129 Bromma 16126 Stockholm Sweden
www.argonnavis.com
Phone 0735 513997 Cellphone:
Pg 39 61 68-7 argon navis
Email: elanra55@yahoo.com
Internet: www.premasagarlight.com
www.argonnavis.com
Look for anders b johansson on youtube.com 49 free dvd movies 10 min
long –dvd 3 hrs
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This map includes an area in tamil nadu in India that is covered by 9600 Shiva and Parvati temples
located around such cities such as Madras (Chennai),Sirkardu, Waitesvaran coil, Khumbakonam,
Tinnualar, Tanjevur Suryanar koil, Madurai and Palani ,besides Kanyakumari in Kerala .
You will visit al these places and stay in comfortable hotels with friendly people and eat vegetarian
cousins and have good mineral baths in Kuttaram falls .world vide known for rich mineral properties
in the water , a major Hindu pilgrimage place in cool and tropical climate .
A proper guide system to all temples by knowledgeable personal meditating at restful shrines and
seeing ancient cultural monuments some temples have taken 300-700 yers to be built.
all the details of the tour and pilgrimage trip can be ordered by phone or fax or email from or office we
have been doing pilgrimage tours to India since 1975.
For information see our website. www.metatron.se under such categories as tours in English and nadi astrology
besides links and gallery etc.

5 star hotel, personal guide in temples, museum and libraries.

Visiting places where you have lived in India in your past incarnations. Discover your future finding
the natural health spas on vigor beauty and your ayurveda clinics.

Dr B.V Raman, former editor of The Astrological Magazine, had done major research on the nadi. He
believed that his system was special and original to Indian culture and genius. Till the 1930s, nadis
were a sealed book even to the majority of Hindu astrologers. Raman felt that nadi writers based their
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predictive applications on the extensive astrological literature. Attributed to Sage Parasara, all were in
the form of Sanskrit sutras.
The best system, according to Raman, is based on 36 tantra nadis, each of which contains 1 588 320
astrological charts. These recur every 360 years. Another theory is that khsudra devatas (angels, spirit
beings) pass on the nadi reader.
By Shoba Naidu
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The uniqueness of Vedic astrology is its ability to offer remedies for planetary afflictions. For example, someone
has a bad influence from Saturn and it causes acute problems in the individual’s life. Saturn runs a period of 20
years. The question is: Should the individual suffer for 20 years. Yes, usually it will be the case, unless you
interfere with the effects through remedial corrective measures. According to Vedic astrology the planets are not
merely celestial objects. Behind every planet is the Being of the planet who has special physical and functional
attributes. For example the Being of the planet Saturn is represented as one with a deformed leg and rides on the
crow. A god also rules Saturn. Rectifying the bad influences of Saturn involves propitiating both the Being of
Saturn and the god who represents Saturn.
Karma is your past life. Depending on your good or bad actions, the present life is good or bad. The planets are
simply agents who unfold your karma. Vedic astrology allows us to understand the influence of karma in two
major ways: transits and the dasha-bhukti systems.
Universal Remedies to Contract Karma I General:
Tirugnanasambandar, a 6th century Tamil Saint, prescribed some rituals with flowers and chanting of mantras to
counteract acute suffering caused by Karma. We will practice the chants and rituals for 2 hours.
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